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Abstract—Complex event processing (CEP) is a fundamental paradigm for a software system to self-adapt to environmental changes. CEP provides efficient means to detect (complex) events corresponding to environmental changes by performing a real-time analysis on many, possibly heterogeneous, data sources. The way current CEP systems detect events is determined at design time without accounting for dynamic changes of the environment monitored by the CEP system. This can lead to situations where the performance, quality and reliability of event detection significantly drop (e.g., due to mobility) since initial assumptions of the environment are violated or stated too general.

In this paper, we propose ADAPTIVE CEP, a CEP system that is able to self-adapt to detected changes in environmental conditions. We propose a CEP query language that allows specifying changes in the behavior of the CEP system and its mechanisms in detecting events dependent on environmental conditions. This way, ADAPTIVE CEP can select the best-suited configurations for given quality demands. In our evaluation, we show by means of a reference concept how the flexibility exposed by the query language helps to achieve significant performance gains.

I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior and functioning of software systems in many cases depend on the environment in which they operate. Providing methods to adapt dynamically to the environment is, therefore, fundamental to ensure correct and efficient operation. Adaptation of software systems [38], [9] has been achieved in many different ways, e.g., with component-based software architectures, aspect-oriented programming, metaprogramming and agent-oriented languages [26], [42].

A key aspect in adapting a software system is to detect environmental changes to which the software system needs to react. In doing so, software systems deal with incoming streams from an increasing number of data sources such as stationary and mobile devices, as well as maintain state information of the devices and software components. In the age of the Internet of Things and with the significant rise of the mobile devices (predicted to be two-third of the total traffic by 2020 [10]), software systems need to analyze huge and heterogeneous input streams. For most of the applications, this analysis has to be done in real-time, to timely detect events of interest corresponding to the changes in the environmental conditions. To efficiently capture events of relevance to a software system, Complex Event Processing (CEP) has emerged as the paradigm of choice. CEP supports the detection of so-called complex events derived from primary event sources. CEP is a fundamental building block for very large and highly dynamic and distributed software systems and is used in a wide field of applications like finances, traffic monitoring, monitoring data centers and logistics [19].

CEP allows for the specification of event patterns occurring in time-changing event streams by means of a query language. For example, to trigger an alarm, an event pattern may comprise a sequence of k outliers within the last n events of the stream or within a timespan of duration T. Event patterns like the alarm may be used for the specification of other event patterns. With CEP, it is therefore relatively easy to specify large software systems through event composition. In addition, CEP also offers ways to efficiently notify software systems about detected events. This is typically achieved with the help of an execution environment in charge of executing event processing operators. Operators select appropriate event streams and detect complex events for specific event patterns. According to the composite nature of an event specification, the operators form an operator graph given by operators (nodes) and event transmission among them (edges).

While occurrences of events are very dynamic in nature and the execution environment may support dynamic mapping of operators to hosts, CEP systems typically do not allow developers to specify requirements on quality attributes depending on the environmental conditions. This imposes major limitations on the ability of the CEP system to self-adapt in a highly dynamic environment, e.g., in a system environment with mobile devices. In such scenarios, the assumed static properties like the type of data sources may change (e.g., due to device mobility), and in turn require changes to the composition of event patterns and the operator graph. For instance, the maximum latency until an alarm is detected depends on the location of the users to be notified. Being aware of environmental changes offers a high potential for self-adapting CEP systems. This is done by dynamically selecting the best-suited mechanisms and algorithms for placement and execution of operators. Thus it is necessary to identify conditions that trigger adaptations. That allows a CEP system to be self-adaptive to new situations and self-optimizing under changing conditions.

In this paper, we aim to enable CEP to self-adapt to the dynamic environmental changes it encounters. We present the design and implementation of ADAPTIVE CEP, a CEP system that automatically adapts to predicted changes in the environment. This way, the system is capable of ensuring a given level of quality by adapting to a configuration, which can fulfill those demands. The ADAPTIVE CEP language allows developers to define an adaptive CEP system in a concise, high-
level way, easing development and maintenance of this class of systems. The language accounts for functional requirements such as event processing computations but – contrarily to existing languages [12] – also for non-functional requirements like quality constraints for event delivery. We design our query language and system utilizing user knowledge on the variability of the environment and depending quality attributes, e.g., latency, to adapt the CEP system at run time.

To the best of our knowledge, none of existing CEP systems is equipped with programmable self-adaptation, nor exists any CEP language that allows developers to specify high-level requirements for the system. Specifically, in this work, we make the following contributions:

- We propose a self-adaptive CEP system, enabling the use of CEP in highly dynamic environments.
- We present a CEP query language embedded into Scala which allows specifying queries over event streams as well as quality demands that the system needs to fulfill.
- We design a runtime environment which allows expert developers to access the CEP system configuration via an interface based on Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) and to specify new adaptation strategies.
- We provide a reference implementation of ADAPTIVE CEP on top of Akka actors and evaluate our approach showing that with ADAPTIVE CEP the CEP system is capable of remaining effective in changing conditions.

In this work, we focus on methods providing the ground for self-adaptation in CEP. Since these can be applied to a wide range of adaptation strategies it is out of scope to investigate specific (advanced) adaptation strategies (e.g. [7]) or the combination of multiple strategies [16] – both subject of extensive research in the past. Plugging those results into our framework to achieve better adaptation results is planned for future work.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides background on CEP and FRP. Section III gives an overview of the ADAPTIVE CEP system and its query language. Section IV describes the API available to expert developers. Section V provides insights into the implementation. Section VI discusses the evaluation. Section VII presents related work. Section VIII concludes and outlines future work.

II. BACKGROUND SECTION

A. Complex Event Processing

A CEP system comprises both (i) methods to specify complex events in form of a query language and (ii) methods to perform the efficient detection of events. Consider for example a video game based on augmented reality. In this scenario, players send updates for their current game state, e.g., if they are actively playing or have paused the game. Hence, the playerInfoStream carries player state events, which have a gamePaused field. A central coordinator keeps the game score for all players. Updates to the player’s score are sent over gameInfoStream. Players need to be constantly updated about the actions of the other players. A possible query that players may submit to the system is illustrated in Figure 1. The query generates a complex event stream infoStream that comprises state information of all active players. The state is composed of local state updates from the players and updates on the score produced by the central coordinator. The resulting complex event stream carries the score for every player that is currently active, i.e., players who have not currently paused their game instance.

A sliding window collects all events of playerInfoStream and gameInfoStream that occurred within in a period of 30 s. Over the events in the window, a join (⟨⟩ operator (JOIN clause) links information from playerInfoStream and gameInfoStream based on the value of the id attribute used in the first stream and the value of the playerId attribute used in the second stream to identify the player. The selection (σ) operator (WHERE clause) ensures that only state of active players is forwarded by filtering all events where the value of the attribute gamePaused is false. The execution environment of the CEP system, therefore, has to execute multiple operators. The corresponding operator graph for the query – imposing the flow of events from producer to consumer – is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 1: The online game query.](image1)

![Figure 2: Operator graph for the online game query.](image2)

The performance of a CEP system will depend on (i) how the query is specified, (ii) how the query is mapped to the operator graph and (iii) how the operators are mapped to available hosts of the software system. In the system design for ADAPTIVE CEP, we will mainly aim to improve the adaptivity of CEP by improving the specification of queries. However, as we will show later, this offers also higher flexibility and the potential for the subsequent steps in adapting a CEP system.

B. Functional Reactive Programming

FRP has been introduced to address the issues of the Observer design pattern, which has been criticized in literature for long. The main drawbacks include (i) lack of composability as callbacks return void, (ii) need of globally updated variables and (iii) complexity of analysis and comprehension due to inversion of control [28]. FRP has been introduced in the context of animations [18] and it has been successfully applied
to other areas including user interfaces [28], [13], robotics [20] and sensor networks [25].

In FRP, signals represent continuous time changing values which are automatically updated by the language runtime. For example, in the following code snippet:

```java
val position: Signal[(Int, Int)] = mouse.position
```

the position signal always contains the updated value of the mouse position. Expressions that contain signals are also automatically updated by the runtime. For example in the following code, the shifted signal always contains a mouse position that results from shifting the real one.

```java
val shifted: Signal[(Int, Int)] = Signal{mouse.position() + (10, 10)}
```

Signals inside `Signal(...) expressions require () to trigger the DLS machinery that registers them as dependencies. In FRP, discrete time changing values are represented as events. Events and signals can be combined. The following code snippet defines a signal for the mouse position of the last click by snapshotting the mouse position signal when the click event occurred.

```java
val clicked: Event[Unit] = mouse.clicked
val lastClick: Signal[(Int, Int)] = position snapshot clicked
```

We decided to use FRP for the interface of our system for expert developers (Section IV) in the cases where the system configuration can be conveniently modeled with time-changing values – FRP provides abstractions to compactly process them.

III. ADAPTIVECEP QUERY LANGUAGE

ADAPTIVECEP provides a CEP query language that developers of event-based adaptive systems can immediately use. Expert developers may also want to program the internal details of the adaptation strategies. In this section, we present the ADAPTIVECEP system and query language to define complex event streams and their quality demands. The next section presents a more advanced use of ADAPTIVECEP introducing more fine-grained details of the adaptation process.

A. A Bird’s Eye View of ADAPTIVECEP.

Considering the augmented reality gaming scenario (cf. Section II-A), additional requirements arise in a real-world setting. For example, the scenario requires low communication latency to keep the information about the other players constantly up to date.

The query in Figure 3 provides the same basic functionality as the query in Figure 1. However, it takes into account that the information of proximate players in the game requires synchronization closer to real-time and therefore updates from these players have stricter latency demands. Events for players in close proximity, i.e., within the range of 100 m (Line 7), should be made available locally with a latency lower than 50 ms (Line 6). The query is submitted to the system using the `run` method (Line 12). Noticeably, quality demands do not change the functional dependencies in the operator graph. As a result, the operator graph for the query in Figure 3 is still the one in Figure 2.

Further details about the query are given in Section III-B. For now, it suffices to say that after being submitted, the query becomes standing and outputs an event stream, which can be directly consumed or composed with other streams in a different query. User code can attach event handlers to the stream produced by a query (Line 14). The handler is executed whenever an event in the stream is fired.

The operators in the operator graph are mapped to hosts (e.g., servers, player’s mobile devices, or network elements) along the physical path from the consumers to the producers. As pointed out in Section II-A, this mapping is crucial for the resulting performance. For example, deploying an operator on an unloaded host can increase its processing rate, and selecting event sources on hosts that are physically close can significantly decrease event communication latency.

![Figure 4](image.png)

Figure 4: Transition between deployment configurations.

A possible deployment for the operator graph of Figure 2 representing the query in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4a. Dotted arrows indicate on which hosts operators are deployed. Event producers, i.e., the stream from the central game controller and a stream from another player, run on different network devices. Similarly, the join and the filter operator are placed on separate hosts. Finally, the host for the filter operator provides the stream to the end user device.

The event processing system defined by ADAPTIVECEP is self-adaptive thanks to the capability of reconfiguring the operator graph and its mapping to the underlying physical infrastructure to fulfill the demands expressed in the query. The
reconfiguration is based on a number of constraints, including global performance optimizations, e.g., event selection moved close to the sources, and local performance optimizations like avoidance of high-latency communication paths.

The adaptation of the operator graph spans over different axes. Operators that are shared by different queries can be factorized and merged into single operators that serve both queries, avoiding duplicated processing of the same events. On the other hand, operators can also be duplicated to increase processing speed. Operators can be migrated from one host to another to satisfy quality demands, e.g., end-to-end latency – possibly at the cost of other queries with more relaxed end-to-end latency demands. We greatly take advantage of approaches for operator migration discussed in detail in literature [33], [35], [36]. In case of leaving nodes, we may encounter a quality decay until the system has adapted itself.

In our example query (cf. Figure 3), communication latency between players depends on the distance between them. A possible adaptation for the query is depicted in Figure 4. Compared to the initial operator placement (cf. Figure 4a), the end user moved to another position (cf. Figure 4b). This increases latency for the connection to the host on which the filter operator is placed. To keep the latency demand satisfied, the filter operator is migrated to a host closer to the new location of the user.

### B. Query Language

As we have seen, in ADAPTIVE CEP, programmers express processing of event streams via continuously active queries. Each query defines event processing operators that receive event streams and produce new streams of complex events.

The fundamental abstraction in ADAPTIVE CEP is a Stream, which is used to model event flows. The ADAPTIVE CEP query language provides operators on streams to compose them, correlate events and process their payload. Event streams are statically typed. The event stream `playerInfoStream` (cf. Figure 3) carries events of type `PlayerInfo` (Line 1) and the event stream `gameInfoStream` carries events of type `GameInfo` (Line 2). Every event is a timestamped record of possibly multiple fields with possibly different types. The fields of the record can be named, e.g., the example query accesses the `id` field of `playerInfoStream` (Line 9) and the `playerId` and `gamePaused` fields of `gameInfoStream` (Line 9 and 10). Running the query produces the resulting stream `infoStream` (Line 12).

Besides creating event streams through composition, events can be fired explicitly using the `Stream`'s `fire` method, which can be used to create event sources. For example, players can fire events on their `playerInfoStream` to provide updates to other players by using `playerInfoStream.fire(myInfo)`. The system supports CEP operators, which define the processing logic, but also QoS operators to specify quality demands.

1) **CEP Operators**: ADAPTIVE CEP supports (i) operators typically found in the event algebras of CEP systems, i.e., disjunction and conjunction of events, sequencing and windowing to recognize event patterns, (ii) aggregations, i.e., minimum, maximum and average, and (iii) relational operators, i.e., selection, projection and joins of event streams. Table I lists the available operators and shows how they are applied to streams. Queries can be composed using the listed operators, which have one or more subqueries as children, forming a query tree with event streams in its leaves. The example query composes two streams `playerInfoStream` (Line 5) and `gameInfoStream` (Line 8) by joining them (Line 8) and selecting only events which satisfy a given predicate (Line 10).

2) **QoS Operators**: In addition to CEP operators, ADAPTIVE CEP also provides QoS operators that programmers can adopt to specify non-functional requirements for the system, e.g., to declare a minimum frequency for emitting events, or latency bounds for delivering events to the consumer. Table II presents the supported QoS operators. Quality demands can be specified for streams as given in Table IIa, e.g., `playerInfoStream` demand `(latency lower 50.ms)`. The first row in the table shows how to specify any quality demand for a stream using the `demand` clause. The next rows show the available demands.

## Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Subquery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stream source</td>
<td>stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Join</td>
<td>(query0 window win0) join (query1 window win1) on join-condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>query where predicate-function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map</td>
<td>query map mapping-function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation Min</td>
<td>query min numeral-selection-function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation Max</td>
<td>query max numeral-selection-function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregation Avg</td>
<td>query avg numeral-selection-function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical And</td>
<td>query0 &amp; query1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical Or</td>
<td>query0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical Not</td>
<td>!query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Sequence</td>
<td>query0 -&gt; query1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: CEP Operators.

## Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand</th>
<th>Subquery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demand on stream</td>
<td>stream demand demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>latency lower latency-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>throughput higher throughput-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>bandwidth higher bandwidth-value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Quality demands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Subquery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition on quality demands</td>
<td>demand when condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition on event producers</td>
<td>stream only condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>proximity within length proximity nearest count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>frequency higher frequency-value</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Quality conditions

Table II: QoS Operators.
Whenever an adaptation is planned but not yet performed, a notification is triggered whenever a quality demand is not satisfied (Line 7). A latency of less than 50 ms is only demanded for proximity. The condition for a stream using the adaptationPlanned is in progress, the signal contains an empty Option to intervene appropriately, e.g., delay the adaptation or notify partially time-consuming adaptation. This allows the developer to delay a planned adaptation by firing an event passed to the adaptation. The event carries the timespan for which the adaptation should be delayed.

For example, the following code uses the infoQuery query from Figure 3 and notifies the player of the game when inconsistencies between his view on the game and the other players’ views on the game are anticipated due to high update latencies between players.

```scala
1 trait Demands {
2   def violatedDemands: Signal[Set[QoS]]
3   def adapting: Signal[Option[Set[QoS]]]
4   def adaptationPlanned: Event[Set[QoS]]
5   def delayAdaptation(delay: Event[Duration]): Unit
6 }
```

Figure 5: Demands interface.

The next rows present the available conditions, which are based on information monitored by ADAPTEC E P, e.g., geographic position of hosts and frequency of emitting events. The proximity condition restricts the consideration of quality demands or the set of producers based on the spatial proximity between event consumer and producer. The frequency condition represents a restriction based on the frequency of events provided by a stream. Conditions are currently not based on complex events themselves.

The example in Figure 3 specifies a quality demand using the latency QoS operator in the demand clause (Line 6). The demand is conditional, i.e., the latency demand is only taken into consideration based on the proximity quality condition (Line 7). A latency of less than 50 ms is only demanded for playerInfoStream producers within the range of 100 m of the infoQuery consumer.

C. Demands Violation

ADAPTEC E P also provides mechanisms to (i) inform user code about quality violations and (ii) introduce countermeasures to restore the quality of service. When describing the advanced ADAPTEC E P development we will detail the countermeasures. For now, we focus on user code notification. A notification is triggered whenever a quality demand is not satisfied and whenever the system is about to initiate a potentially time-consuming adaptation. This allows the developer to intervene appropriately, e.g., delay the adaptation or notify the end user. Figure 5 presents the Demands interface. User code can use this interface to get access to the system’s current state, i.e., violated quality demands and current adaptations.

The interface provides the set of currently violated demands as time-varying signal violatedDemands. When the system is adapting, the adapting signal contains the set of quality demands to satisfy with the adaptation. When no adaptation is in progress, the signal contains an empty Option. Whenever an adaptation is planned but not yet performed, the adaptationPlanned event is fired. It carries the quality demands to fulfill in the adaptation. User code can choose to delay a planned adaptation by firing an event passed to delayAdaptation. The event carries the timespan for which the adaptation should be delayed.

The code sets the gameInconsistencyWarning signal of the user interface (Line 1). As long as no quality demands are violated (Line 2), no warning is given (Line 3). If demands are currently violated and the system is adapting (Line 4), the player is informed that the game is currently being optimized (Line 5). Otherwise, when quality demands are violated and no adaptation is taking place, e.g., because the system is unable to satisfy the quality demands, the player is informed about potential inconsistencies in his view on the game (Line 7).

D. Language Integration

To increase the usability of the ADAPTEC E P, its query language is designed as a domain-specific language embedded into Scala. The language is independent of the runtime backend as explained in Section IV.

In the ADAPTEC E P query language, queries are first-class values, i.e., they can be used as function argument and return value and be assigned to variables. This way, subqueries can be bound to variables, which can then be used to compose the final query. These variables can just be used in the query without the need of splicing them into a string, which allows the Scala compiler to ensure type-safety. For example, latency lower d expects a value of type Duration for d and proximity within l expects a value of type Length for l. A query that does not satisfy the type constraints is rejected by the compiler.

A query expression can directly use the abstractions of the host language. For instance, filtering an event stream can be performed using a Scala function as predicate. The example in Figure 3 uses a Scala lambda to filter events (Line 10). Integration with the Scala host language allows the developer to outsource a possibly more complex filter condition into its own function, e.g., myCondition, and just pass this function as filter in the query, i.e., query where myCondition.

IV. ADVANCED ADAPTEC E P DEVELOPMENT

Expert developers can go beyond the high-level query language presented in Section III in order to design different approaches for handling unsatisfied demands. To control the adaptation of the system at such lower level, we further offer a more fine-grained API. In this section, we describe ADAPTEC E P’s interfaces to inspect the state of the system, plug in new strategies and actuate changes to the system based on the applied strategy.
whenever the hosts or the deployed operators change.
(time-varying) mapping from each operator to its potential
neighbor hosts and the current latency to each respective host:
removes those hosts from the set of all hosts currently connected
to the system. The resulting signal is automatically re-evaluated
for the next hops.

For each operator (Line 2), the code collects all latency
measurements and the respective host (Line 3). The line
host -> latency creates a pair, which assigns the measured
latency to the host. Finally, each operator is assigned the set of
the measured host–latency pairs (Line 3) and these assignments
are converted into a Map using toMap.

B. QoS-guided Adaptation Strategies

In ADAPTIVE CEP, a strategy specifies the adaptation policy
to keep quality demands fulfilled based on the usual MAPE-
K control loop [22]. ADAPTIVE CEP constantly monitors the
system’s state, i.e., joining and leaving hosts, their positions and
current quality measurements according to several parameters
such as latency, and update frequency. Quality measurements
are analyzed and matched against the specified quality demands.
Quality measurements and violations of quality demands are
provided to the strategy to plan the system’s adaptation. In this
paper, we consider adaptation strategies that migrate operators
to different hosts. Table III shows the supported demands and
exemplary strategies with countermeasures taken by the strategy
when the corresponding quality demand is not satisfied.

In the case of latency, a strategy can collect and analyze
network topology information to find the shortest or fastest
network path and place the operators of a query on hosts
such that the query respects the latency demand. In the case of
multi-objective optimization, strategies encapsulate the decision-
making process of potential trade-offs among multiple demands.

Strategy Development Interface: We adopt FRP for developing
strategies because they naturally exhibit a reactive behavior,
i.e., they produce adaptations based on the current system
configuration (hosts and placement of operators) and current
time-changing quality measurements. In the API, a strategy
is a function which is given the System interface as input
and produces an event stream of adaptations. Strategies can
also monitor changes in the qos signal of the System interface
(Figure 6, Line 6) to proactively adapt the system when quality
measurements indicate that a demand violation is foreseen.

An example for a latency strategy which migrates operators
based on the fastest path to the sources is shown in Figure 7.
The implementation collects all events for violated latency
demands (Line 2), all current latency measurements (Line 7)
and uses both information to find possible operator migrations
(Line 12) to satisfy the demand. We assume the fastest path is
calculated by placeOnFastestPath, which returns the necessary
actuations, i.e., operator migrations.

The latencies signal (Line 7) wraps its computation into
a Signal expression. The expression accesses the system.qos
signal (Line 8). Hence, the value of latencies depends on the
value of system.qos. By using reactive abstractions, the value
of latencies is automatically updated to reflect changes of
system.qos. For the definition of adaptation (Line 12), we use
an Event expression, which generates a new event for every
occurrence of the latencyViolatedOperator event (Line 13)
and uses the current values of system.hosts and latencies
(Line 14) to compute the new fastest path.
The exemplary monitoring service triggers latency ADAPTIVE CEP, which are responsible for measuring the ADAPTIVE CEP queries to monitor the quality of service. It constructs a new measurements between every host and each of its neighbor and base the latency measurement on the ping round-trip time. A possible implementation could ping each neighbor directly interacts with the system latency between two hosts. The low-level implementation of monitoring service is a function, which is given the measurements. More complex implementations could also run system to provide more elaborated implementations for quality demands supported by ADAPTIVE CEP. Expert developers can combine the primitives offered by our services for the quality demands supported by ADAPTIVE CEP. Our backend implementation already provides monitoring developers are not expected to add new quality measures. the communication system used by the middleware), expert developers are not expected to add new quality measures. Our backend implementation already provides monitoring services for the quality demands supported by ADAPTIVE CEP. Expert developers can combine the primitives offered by our system to provide more elaborated implementations for quality measurements. More complex implementations could also run ADAPTIVE CEP queries to monitor the quality of service. An example for a latency monitoring service, which periodically performs latency measurements is in Figure 8. A monitoring service is a function, which is given the CEPSystem interface (cf. Figure 6) as input and produces an event stream of quality measurements. Based on a timeout event timerEvent (Line 3), the exemplary monitoring service triggers latency measurements between every host and each of its neighbor hosts. It constructs a new Latency value to represent the latency between two hosts. The low-level implementation of measureLatency (Line 8) directly interacts with the system backend. A possible implementation could ping each neighbor and base the latency measurement on the ping round-trip time.

### Table III: Demands operators in ADAPTIVE CEP and adaptation Strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Countermeasure for Violated Demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>a) Adapt source frequency</td>
<td>Notify event source to change frequency for emitting events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Choose another source</td>
<td>Find new sources that can satisfy the demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>a) Choose shortest path</td>
<td>Find path with minimal number hops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Choose fastest path</td>
<td>Find path with minimal round trip time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Choose another source</td>
<td>Find an equivalent source with lower latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>a) Choose another source</td>
<td>Find an equivalent nearer source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>a) Choose path with higher throughput</td>
<td>Find path over hosts which can provide a higher throughput regarding their processing power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Choose multiple intermediate hosts</td>
<td>Find a set of hosts which can provide a higher throughput regarding their processing power when each host processes a slice of all events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>a) Choose path with higher bandwidth</td>
<td>Find path over hosts which can provide whose network link all provide higher bandwidth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Latency fastest-path strategy.

**C. QoS Monitoring Service Interface**

Different monitoring services can be implemented for ADAPTIVE CEP, which are responsible for measuring the quality of service in the system. Multiple monitoring services for different quality types are simultaneously active. Since accessing the quality values depends on low-level implementation details (e.g., measuring latency requires to interact with the communication system used by the middleware), expert developers are not expected to add new quality measures. Our backend implementation already provides monitoring services for the quality demands supported by ADAPTIVE CEP. Expert developers can combine the primitives offered by our system to provide more elaborated implementations for quality measurements. More complex implementations could also run ADAPTIVE CEP queries to monitor the quality of service.

An example for a latency monitoring service, which periodically performs latency measurements is in Figure 8. A monitoring service is a function, which is given the CEPSystem interface (cf. Figure 6) as input and produces an event stream of quality measurements. Based on a timeout event timerEvent (Line 3), the exemplary monitoring service triggers latency measurements between every host and each of its neighbor hosts. It constructs a new Latency value to represent the latency between two hosts. The low-level implementation of measureLatency (Line 8) directly interacts with the system backend. A possible implementation could ping each neighbor and base the latency measurement on the ping round-trip time.

```scala
system: CEPSystem => {
  system: CEPSystem => {
    Event {
      timerEvent() map (_ =>
        system.hosts() flatMap { host =>
          Latency(
            host, neighbor,
            measureLatency(host, neighbor)) }) }) })
```

Figure 8: Sample implementation for latency monitoring.

### V. IMPLEMENTATION

1) **Embedded DSL:** The ADAPTIVE CEP query language is implemented based on Scala’s DSL support that includes infix notation for methods, implicits and operator overloading [31], which are heavily used to support the syntax of the DSL.

In the language, the payload of each event is represented by statically typed tuples, i.e., events offer index-based access to their fields of different types. Since using a name instead of an index number is more convenient for developers, we allow to assign names to fields by using Shapeless [37], a Scala library which provides advanced typing functionalities. Shapeless supports heterogeneous lists (HLists), which are type-checked based on the specific type of each element. For example, for a generic list of type String ::Int ::HNil, the compiler checks that val a: String = list(0); val b: Int = list(1) is correct. Since heterogeneous lists in Shapeless are essentially extensible records where a name can be assigned to every element, we use them to model events. The extensibility of the records is particularly useful when joining event streams, where the resulting tuple is a type-safe concatenation of the fields of both joined tuples [23]. The following example joins two streams which carry events of type (String, Long) and (Long, Double), respectively:

```scala
val stream0: Stream[(String, Long)] = ...
val stream1: Stream[(Long, Double)] = ...
val query: Query[(String, Long, Double)] =
  join ((stream0 window 30.seconds.sliding)
    (stream1 window 30.seconds.sliding)
  on (_1 == _0))
```

The streams are joined on the second element of stream0 and first element of stream1 using the _1 == _0 join condition. The compiler checks not only that the types of the fields in the join condition, i.e., Long in the example, match, but also
that the result type of the query (String, Long, Double) is a concatenation of both streams’ fields except that the field of the join condition is only present once. This kind of check would not be possible using standard Scala or Java generics. The type of the query can also be inferred by the compiler when not given explicitly.

The developer can directly work with extensible records or plain Scala tuples and use Shapeless’ generic programming functionality for converting from/to each other or from/to other isomorphic algebraic data types like Scala case classes.

2) Runtime Environment: We use the Akka actor system [2] to encapsulate and distribute operators. Each actor implements a single operator and streams are implemented via messages passed from one operator to another. Simple operators directly work on the event messages, e.g., filtering is implemented by forwarding only events that fulfill a given predicate. For more complex operators, e.g., joins or sequences, we integrate with the Esper CEP engine [1] to aggregate and correlate events. We do not use another intermediate layer like Akka Streams – which also provide event processing operators – because it lacks support for complex correlations, like joins.

Our implementation of QoS operators is based on the interaction of (i) measuring quality of service via monitoring services for each quality demand and (ii) applying adaptation strategies, which take action depending on the measured values. In the current implementation, the values obtained from monitoring on each host are forwarded to a central coordinator, which executes the strategies that can assume global knowledge of the system’s state. For example, our implementation monitors latency by measuring the round-trip delay time from each host to its neighbors. The measurements are transmitted to the coordinator, where a corresponding strategy triggers an adaptation when the latency for a query exceeds the threshold specified in the query.

3) Language–Runtime Interface: To keep the ADAPTIVECEP language independent of the runtime, our implementation of the language is parametrised over an interface that defines the underlying runtime. For example, run (Figure 3, Line 12) takes a reference to the system runtime as argument. Crucially, the argument does not need to be given explicitly, but it can be inferred using Scala’s implicit argument resolution. By declaring an implicit system value implicit val sys: System = akkaEsperBacked(), the run method uses the specified system as back-end. This way, the user-code configuration for the System sys is decoupled from the queries it executes, i.e., configurations with different monitoring services and strategies.

VI. EVALUATION

The goal of our evaluation is to assess the ability of a CEP system implemented with ADAPTIVECEP to satisfy the demands set by the user upon changing conditions.

A. Evaluation Setup

We simulate the execution of a CEP system constituted of 25 fully-connected hosts which can exchange events over their connections. In the experimental setup, we model variability in environmental conditions (e.g., changing quality of data connection in a mobile device) by randomly changing latency and bandwidth of connections over time rather than using a full-fledged network simulator. Event producers and consumers are placed on fixed hosts. The adaptation process dynamically changes the placement of intermediate operators based on the activated strategy. We now present the simulation scenarios.

Static vs. Adaptive case: We consider two kinds of simulations, Static and Adaptive. Both simulations start with the same initial configuration. In the static case, operator placement is fixed. In the adaptive simulation, the strategy checks the current quality measurements on a regular basis and reconfigures the system if the quality demands are not satisfied by finding an operator placement that fulfills the demands. If the system is about to cross the defined threshold, the strategy compares the current configuration against a set of potential new configurations, where operators are relocated to other hosts, and adapts the system to the configuration which performs best under the given demand. Some adaptations may improve a performance measure at the detriment of another one. In such cases, the system assumes it only has to optimize for the demand constrained by the user in the query. In case multiple demands are specified, we implemented a strategy that balances between both quality demands in case of conflicts by choosing a new configuration which maximizes the quality gains as compared to the current configuration. We use a metric which assigns equal weight to the proportional changes of all quality measurements when going from the current to a potential new configuration. For example, a possible new configuration which doubles bandwidth but also doubles latency compared to the current configuration will be considered neither gainful nor involving losses. For different use cases, strategies with other cost metrics may be more suitable. Resolution of conflicting demands opens a wide design space for strategies.

Demands: We consider two demands, latency and bandwidth, because they are crucial in online mobile scenarios for interactive multi-user applications. In the simulation, their values change randomly over time, modifying the quality properties of communication links in the simulated infrastructure.

Queries: We consider two queries. The first query used for the simulation has a structure similar to the example in Figure 3. We simulate one consumer and two producers. The event streams from the producers are joined by one operator and filtered by a second one. The second query is more complex, extending the first query by joining its result with the stream of another event producer.

Adaptation Rate: We consider two adaptation rates. In the High adaptation rate, adaptation occurs every second. In the Low adaptation rate, it occurs only once a minute.

B. Evaluation Results

Figure 9 shows the simulation results. Each plot reports the latency (blue lines) and bandwidth (green lines) measurements for both the static and the adaptive approach. The adaptive approach aims to keep latency below the latency threshold
Latency [ms] and bandwidth [100 kbps] on y-axis plotted over time [min] on x-axis.

Static Simulation: Latency
Adaptive Simulation: Latency
Static Simulation: Bandwidth
Adaptive Simulation: Bandwidth

Query 1, adaptation every second
Query 1, adaptation every minute
Query 2, adaptation every second
Query 2, adaptation every minute

(a) Optimizing for latency.
(b) Optimizing for bandwidth.
(c) Optimizing for both latency and bandwidth.

Figure 9: Evaluation results.

(upper red horizontal bar) and bandwidth above the bandwidth threshold (lower red horizontal bar). The first and second column display the results for Query 1, the third and fourth column for Query 2. The first and third column show the high adaptation rate for the adaptive simulation, the second and fourth column show the low adaptation rate. The static simulation looks the same in the first two and the last two columns, respectively, since it does not adapt to changing conditions.

Figure 9a shows the results for a given latency demand. For the adaptive strategy, the demand is never violated during the simulation, i.e., it stays below the threshold (upper horizontal bar) for both queries. In the non-adaptive static case, the latency is distinctly higher, exceeding the threshold for the most part of the simulation time. With the low adaptation rate, the latency demand is violated a few times before the system reconfigures itself. Figure 9b shows the system behavior in case of a bandwidth demand. Some adaptations performed to increase bandwidth actually result in higher latency. The system assumes it can make such trade-offs because the user defined a bandwidth but not a latency demand. The system is especially successful in ensuring the bandwidth demand for the second query using a high adaptation rate. Also, in the other three cases, the adaptive simulation regularly adapts to improve bandwidth (steep increases), which keeps it above the threshold compared to the static case, where bandwidth stays below the threshold for long periods of time. Figure 9c shows the results for users specifying demands on both latency and bandwidth. For such a multi-objective scenario, it is often impossible to satisfy both demands at the same time and more demand violations will occur. Also, quality of service for each demand does not decrease to the same extent as seen in Figure 9a and 9b, where the strategy is allowed sacrificing one demand for the other.

The simulation shows that system adaptations allow meeting the specified quality demands and quality awareness can be used to improve the system’s performance. By providing language abstractions to the developer for specifying important demand characteristics for an application, ADAPTIVECEP can adapt itself to satisfy the given demands.

VII. RELATED WORK

The work in this paper spans over different areas. We consider related work in CEP and operator placement. We also provide an overview of FRP, which we extensively use in the design of our API and we consider previous (non-CEP) work on language-level adaptation.

A. Languages for CEP

As CEP deals with queries over streams of data, researchers have investigated dedicated languages to express those queries. CEP languages offer means to define event streams and operators to express their combination and correlation.

Event streams in CEP can be thought of as time-changing database tables. Queries are evaluated every time a new
event occurs, i.e., a new entry in the table is added. Not surprisingly, languages for CEP have similarities with query languages for databases, e.g., SQL. Hence, they also share many limitations of database query languages, most notably, CEP queries are usually specified as strings, like in Esper [1], SASE [46], Cayuga [15] and TESLA [12]. As such, they do not take advantage of language integration, including safety guarantees from the compiler and integration with other language abstractions such as inheritance or late binding.

Recent languages for real-time analytics, like Microsoft Trill [8] for C#, make an attempt at language integration and are designed as embedded DSL in mainstream languages. Similarly, macros have been used to embed SQL-like expressions into Scala [3]. The recent introduction of lambdas in Java 8 allows to define queries over streams in a declarative way using pure Java syntax. Similar to our case, in Spark Streaming [47] developers express the event processing logic in a Scala DSL.

Yet, a fundamental limitation of existing languages for CEP, including all those mentioned above, is that they capture only a single aspect of the system: the definition of event combination and correlation. None of these languages takes into account elements like quality demands or conditions nor they provide an adaptation mechanism to fulfill those demands. In fact they provide CEP operators but no quality operators.

B. Operator Placement

Finding the optimal placement according to the performance and cost models is known as the operator placement problem. Existing work involves identifying an appropriate host to place an operator [35], [4] based on metrics like throughput and latency, but it does not take into account other constraints that are important in real-world systems, such as spatial location.

In the context of event-based communication, techniques exist to achieve low latency [44], to minimize the utilized bandwidth [43], to achieve reliable detection and delivery of events [24], or to achieve confidential transmission and ensuring privacy [45]. In MCEP [32], the delivered events are based on a range query whose focal point is the current location of the mobile device. The system ensures that the operator graph can always be mapped to new producers of information.

Though a number of operator placement algorithms are dynamic, i.e., exploiting runtime information to guide placement, to the best of our knowledge, no existing approach allows to select specific demands in the CEP language nor it is open to the implementation of new strategies like ADAPTIVE CEP.

C. Functional Reactive Programming

FRP [18] allows to define data flows declaratively and concisely via time-changing values. The runtime of the language automatically propagates the changes to dependent values. Over time a number of variants have been proposed. Bainomugisha et al. [5] provide an overview of the existing solutions.

Flapjax [28] introduced the use of FRP in Web applications, which has recently inspired a number of reactive libraries such as Rx.JS [27] and Bacon.js [34]. REScala [41] integrates event streams and time-changing values with object-oriented abstractions. Its runtime provides an event propagation system supporting dynamic dependencies for adding event queries during the execution. i3QL [29] adopts techniques from relational algebra and language-level optimizations to speed up event processing and enable incremental computation.

Recent research on RP focused on different propagation strategies to achieve properties such as glitch avoidance [11], efficient propagation over remote network connections [17] or concurrent propagation in a Web environment [13].

D. Languages for Adaptive Systems

Context-oriented programming (COP) [39] has been suggested to implement adaptive systems based on the MAPE-K autonomic computing model [40]. In this paradigm, the programming language provides layers, dedicated abstractions to represent behaviors that can be composed based on the change of external conditions. EventCJ [21] allows to control layer activation based on user-defined events and their combination.

SCEL [30] is a core language inspired by process calculi with a formal semantic foundation to reason about autonomic systems behavior. It provides dedicated abstractions to model behaviors, knowledge and aggregation based on policies, and to support context-awareness, self-awareness and adaptation. Degano et al. [14] propose a COP language which features the separation into a declarative part for the context and a functional part for actual computing. The formal approach allows to statically verify correctness properties for adaptations based on a type and effect system. S-CLAIM [6] is a declarative agent-oriented language for developing reactive mobile agents to achieve ambient intelligence and context-sensitivity.

Despite events being supported in some form by many of these languages (e.g., messages exchanged by processes, event conditions to trigger an adaptation, messages in agent communication), none of them specifically targets CEP.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented ADAPTIVE CEP, a novel CEP language and system that allows developers to specify not only event processing operators, but also quality demands that the system should fulfill. ADAPTIVE CEP supports programmable dynamic adaptation via strategies that implement the actual adaptation plan. An interface based on FRP allows to access and modify the current system configuration. Our evaluation shows that ADAPTIVE CEP allows to satisfy quality demands despite dynamic changes in the execution environment.

We are currently working on extending ADAPTIVE CEP to support more operators, e.g., ones that express complex movement patterns of event sources and sinks. Our vision is that such operators will allow not only to adapt the systems’ behavior when necessary, but also to proactively trigger an adaptation when a demand violation is foreseen.
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